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JamP3 Pro !!
www.xcreative.org

Is a great Application for all professional musicians and not only.
With this simple App you can forget all your music books and song books because in JamP3 Pro
you can read them as Pdf file.
Not only !!
In JamP3 Pro you can upload also your Mp3 Backing Tracks and use JamP3 Pro as Mp3 Player
as well.
But what is great in this App is that you can Link Mp3 to related Pdf !!
In this way everytime you will start an Mp3 it will show related Lyrics !!
In JamP3 Pro you can organize your repertoire in many different ways, in styles in order to have fast
and clear your songs available during live performance.
This App has been created for Pianists, Singers, all music performers and for all who needs to have
Mp3 related and linked to Pdf.
The main screen will give you 3 options.
1 – Music Session is to start your performance, here you will see all available songs.
2 – Data Manager will let you choose an Mp3 and link that to a Pdf.
3 – Music Categories will let you create and organize list of repertorie.

MUSIC Session:
to start your music performance.

Data Manager:
here where you can
link Mp3 to Pdf.
Music Categories:
to create your sections and
categories
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This is a view of Music Session:
here you can see all available files, Mp3 and Pdf.
If you double tap on the title you will open Mp3 in Player or Pdf in Pdf Viewer
On right size there is a
Volume Slider
to control the Mp3 Volume direclty.

Under Volume Slider
there is a button to make
FADE OUT of Mp3

With Button Player you can
visualize the Player Console with
Mp3 Song Pointer and standard
command.

Section Buttons:
all these buttons contain
8 categories.

	
  

Documents Button will show all
files inside JamP3 Pro.
All Mp3 and all Pdf.
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In this screenshot you can see
that first Section Button has
been named “Piano” ( named by
user ).
At its internal you can see more
selection, in this case: Classic,
Jazz, Studies and so on.

To Assing a song to a list:
go to Data Manager, select a song then select the categories you want to assing.

This Assignment can be done
in each Section and
Categories
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In Music Categories you can
write the name for sections and
for categories.
Just write the name in the blank
space

Then DOUBLE TAP on the
Section Button you want to
assign that name.
In this case has been writen
“Piano”
and DOUBLE TAP on first
Section Button
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If you want to write a name for a
category just write the desired
name in blank space
SINGLE TAP on Section Button
you prefer
Now you will see a menu.
SINGLE TAP on the Button
Menu where you want to assing
the Category Name
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Here is another example how to
organize your repertorie.
It has been created a section named:
Guitar.
Then inside have been created many
categories for each kind of styles.
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Here you can see the
Player Consolle available in
Music Section
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How to use JamP3 Pro
Create 4 Sections
( remember all sections can be renamed even later or modified ).

Open JamP3 Pro and select from main
menu: Music Categories.
Write a name ( in the blank space )
of the section you want to named.
To write just tap on Blank Space, then
iPad Keyboard will Open.

	
  
Write the name and close the iPad
keyboard.

Now, DOUBLE TAP on the
Section Button
you want to assing that name:

Try to write “Piano” and Assing to first Section Button.
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For each section create 8 categories
( remember all categories ca be remaned even later or modified )

Like we did before, just Tap on the
Blank Space and write a name for a
category, for example: “Classic”.

Now instead of double Tap
Just make a SINGLE TAP on the
Section Button where you want to
open the catagories. In this case
the Section Button named Piano

You will see this menu,
now choose where
you want to assign
the name “Classic”
with just a SINGLE TAP
on a Menu Button
Ecco come
apparirà alla fine dell’operazione:
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Insert Pdf and Mp3
( Using iTunes )

Connecting you iPad you will open iTunes.
Now you can Simply Drag your Mp3 and Pdf Files inside JamP3 Pro Documents Folder.
Now all these files are visible and usable from Music Session.
From here just simple Double
Tap on the title you want to
open:
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Assign a category to an Mp3
If you have a lot of songs in your repertoire would be good to assign the mone of categories we made
in examples before.
This feature is very useful for live entertainet not only because ypu can keep in order yor song list,
but because you can have a fast and affordable access to your song list.
Once you created ( like has bees showed before ) you Section ( inside a section Button ) you saw
how to create many catecories for each Section.
No we can assign on of these categories to our Mp3 List:
to do that, from main menu of JamP3 pro open Data Manager:

then you will see all the Mp3 files available, but buttons at bottom are disable.
As soon as you will choose an Mp3 title these buttons will become active:

Now if you open a Section Button you
will see a menu with different
categories.
Now choose one o these categories
and you Mp3 Title will be assign to that.
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In this example a title has been
choosen, than Section Button named
“Piano” has been Tapped
at the moment the Category menu
shows only the name “Classic”.
Make Tap on that voice you will
assign the Mp3 Title to that
Catecory:”Classic”
Tap on Save & Close
To complete that operation.
Now if you go to music Session and
you will choose the section Button
named “Piano” and then the Category
“Classic” you will see the Mp3 Title
assigned to this category, in this case
only a Mp3 Title, but think in future
how can you organiza you
repertoire!!!
Isn’t this Great ???
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Connect Mp3 to a Pdf
The most incredible feature of JamP3 Pro is to connect and Mp3 title to a Pdf File !!!
now with only one operation you will have read the music and the score or lyrics !!!
You will see how great is this feature is during live performance. If you are a Live musician, a singer
and actor a dance or a Pianobar entertainer you perfectly know how is important lyrics or partitions
and realtive backing track available in a very short action, anc with JamP3 pro you Can !!
With only your iPad you will have a great music station !! stop with heavy weight books which takes
long time to found a song or a music!!
Stop with bulky devices or device with very small display !!
Now with JamP3 Pro you can have formidable partner for you Job or for your Music Passion !!
We will show now Howis simple to connct an Mp3 Title to a Pdf file !!
From main menu open Data Manager:

Select a song:
and then Tap on the Button
“LINKER”
	
  
	
  

The next view will show all Pdf Files available:
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Here select a Pdf you want to
connect to that Mp3 Title
Look at the bottom.
There you can see whic Mp3 title
has been selected
Once you have choose a Pdf file
just Tap on the Button:
“Connect to Mp3”

Just Tap “BACK” to go in previous View and made SAVE&CLOSE.
Now from Music Session everytime you will Tap on that Mp3 Title the related Pdf file will be shown
!!

But Watch Out !!
Maybe you do not want to see everytime the Pdf !!
In this case in the Player Console you have a switch to enable the Auto Pdf Viewer !!
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With Auto Pdf enable
the Pdf file
will be shown automatically !!
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When a pdf will open you can
choose to next page simply touch
on the right side of pdf.
You do not need to wipe or slide
your finger on the document,
simply touch.
Why?
Imagine you are reading a piano
partiture, less time you spend on
the score with your finger and
better will be your performance.
Not even with real paper partiture
the time to change page is
so short !!
Just simply touch

The same to go back at
previuos page.
Tap on Left side of Pdf
Simply Touch !!	
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If you want to close
the pdf just TAP in
the middle of screen,
in the center of pdf
and it will be
immediately to go
back to music list.
Just simply touch !!	
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